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Running constantly on short passages
How Series 2000 engines are exceeding their service lives

Editorial

Dear Readers,
Have we met? My name is Andreas Schell, and I'm the new CEO at Rolls-Royce Power Systems
and Managing Director of MTU Friedrichshafen, having joined on January 1. In that time, I've
visited as many customers as possible. Seeing our products in action is always a fantastic
experience. But what I find even more interesting is talking to customers – seeing the trust
they place in us, and also talking to them about the challenges and even the issues they may
have with us or our products. I've taken all that with me and put it firmly on my agenda.
The MTU Friedrichshafen I've taken charge of is in a robust state of health, with over 100 years
of history behind it, and with outstanding products and superb people. It's now up to me, my
management team and every single employee to make this company fit for the future and well
placed to handle the next 100 years. This will involve a comprehensive program of internal
change, some changes to our business model and the building of digital solutions into our
products. All these threads have one thing in common: putting the customer at the heart of
what we do. Whatever issues we address going forward, we're going to ask ourselves what the
customer wants. The feedback I've taken away from my visits is helping me with this.
You can read more about me and my aims in the interview included in this issue of MTU
Report – which has been compiled to focus on a trilogy of topics: holding steady, adapting and
powering ahead. These three terms, which we encounter time and again in a whole variety of
situations, also feature in some of the topics covered in this issue: you'll read about the steady
performance of MTU engines in ferries operating
on Lake Zürich, racking up the most amazing
operating hours. Adaptive changes have been
a real boost to freight traffic in New Zealand,
where our customer KiwiRail now has Chinese
locomotives in service. And we're powering
ahead in the data center market, a sector that
keeps reinventing itself, but where one thing
always stays the same: it relies on gensets from
MTU Onsite Energy to deliver power when the
chips are down.
I hope you enjoy reading this edition.
Sincerely,
Andreas Schell

Andreas Schell is CEO of Rolls-Royce
Power Systems AG and Chairman of
the Board of Directors of its subsidiary
MTU in Friedrichshafen.
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12 Fit for the future
Andreas Schell is the new CEO. Here, he
talks about the competitive struggle for
the future, and what natural gas, hybrids
and the digital world have to do with it.

Shifting from
continuity to constant
change means
upheaval, but
ultimately leads to
renewal. Even if
we’re not quite
certain what’s around
the corner, we’re
definitely on our way.
To find out what’s
inside the fortune
cookie you have to
crack it open…
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Current Issues
Working the shed with a Superchamp
Four thousand operating hours a year and distances of up to 200 km
per day – the Marmix SuperChamp SL feed mixing wagon has to
deliver reliably and with great precision. The demands made of it
– and especially of its engine – are high. The power unit not only has
to work long hours, it also has to withstand the dust and heat of
modern cattle sheds.
Franz Aßfalg, Senior Managing Director of Marmix GmbH & Co. KG
has therefore decided to switch his custom to MTU: “Our Superchamp
SL feed mixing wagon is now going to be powered by 6-cylinder Series
1000 inline engines. There are only a few vehicles in Germany that
have to run nonstop for so many hours and work reliably with such
precision. In MTU, we've found a partner who meets these high
standards.”
For the yellow-and-green mixing wagon, reliability is key when it
comes to working in the cattle shed. “The cows want to be fed on the
dot. The engine simply has to do the business – there's no room for
error,” says Franz Aßfalg, describing the everyday work of a farmer.
Dairy cows, in particular, have a huge appetite for nutrients, which
their complex alimentary systems utilize to boost both milk quality
and production economics. Their feed is therefore made up of several
components: grass, corn, grain and hay are just some of the
ingredients in a balanced bovine diet.

More on that...

O N L IN E

Often, the individual components are stored as silage in various
different locations. The farmer drives the feed mixing wagon to the
various points and loads the correct amount of each ingredient. Once
the feed is thoroughly mixed, the farmer drives the Superchamp
through the shed, distributing the mixed feed to the hungry animals
through the vehicle's side-flaps.

Just what does a
Superchamp do?
Don’t have a QR code reader?
Go to https://goo.gl/rKAPax
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Current Issues
Hard Work in the Big Easy
New Orleans’ nickname the “Big Easy” refers to the easygoing,
laid-back attitude of the city’s residents. However, at the Port of
New Orleans, the moniker does not apply. The port is located at
the center of the world’s busiest port system — Louisiana’s Lower
Mississippi River. More than 33 million short tons of cargo,
50,000 barges and one million cruise passengers move through
New Orleans every year. Handling the heavy traffic of vessels is
a big job and certainly not easy. It’s up to New Orleans’ mighty
tugboats to make it all possible.
E.N. Bisso, a major tugboat operator based in New Orleans, has
recently christened and launched the Gladys B to expand its
operations. E.N. Bisso provides ship assist and harbor docking
services over five port jurisdictions on the Lower Mississippi
River. Built by Signet Shipbuilding & Repair, the 80-foot Gladys B
joined E.N. Bisso’s tug fleet of 15 vessels in December 2016.

More on that...
Maneuverability and power are
key plus points for the Gladys B
in New Orleans harbor.
Don’t have a QR code reader?
Go to https://goo.gl/bikZhC
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For a Port of Orleans tugboat, a powerful propulsion system is
essential. It takes two or three tugboats to push mammoth
container ships into position. The mighty Mississippi’s strong
current adds another level of difficulty. Powered by two MTU
16V 4000 M64 engines, the Gladys B is ready, willing and able.
The Series 4000 engines are rated at 2,681 bhp each at 1,800 rpm
and are Tier 3 emissions-certified.
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The Queen takes a train ride with MTU
The brand new train of British railway company Great Western Railway wears noble
dark green livery and carries a royal title: Queen Elizabeth II. In the name-giving
ceremony at Paddington Station on 13 June which was also attended by Prince Philip, the
British monarch drew back a red curtain to reveal the train’s inscription. Another train
was named after Queen Victoria, who, on exactly the same day in 1842, became the first
monarch to travel by rail, taking the same 30-km route from Slough to Paddington.
Accompanying Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip on their historical rail trip were the
direct descendants of the then locomotive driver and of Isambard Kingdom Brunel, the
renowned British engineer. Travelling in the sleek comfort of first-class in the new Hitachi
trainset, the royal couple are likely to have enjoyed a smoother journey than that taken
by Queen Victoria some 175 years before.

More on that...
MTU rail drive systems deliver the
power for locomotives and railcars
in the British Isles.
Don’t have a QR code reader?
Go to https://goo.gl/dLw3rB
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The traction systems of Class 800 Hitachi rolling stock are based on Series 1600
PowerPacks from MTU. In its Intercity Express Programme (IEP), the United Kingdom is
modernizing its HST fleet and has ordered over 330 12V 1600 R80L PowerPacks from
MTU. The Hitachi trains are being built in England and Japan, and are to enter service on
the Great Western Mainline in the autumn and on the East Coast Mainline in spring 2018,
gradually replacing the current HST fleet, which uses locomotives powered by
Series 4000 engines.
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Current Issues
Perfect paint
Twenty-six km of cabling, 6.2 km of pipework, 2,500 metric tons of rubble, 600 tons
of concrete and 900 tons of structural steelwork. These are just some of the numbers
surrounding the new paint shop at MTU Plant 2 in Friedrichshafen's Manzell district.
This is where Series 956, 1163 and 8000 engines, classic Series 396 engines, complex
gensets and traction systems, and components used in all series will be painted from
now on.
The new plant is set to make painting operations more environmentally friendly,
reducing throughput times by approximately 20%. With capital expenditure totaling
EUR 17.5 million, this is one of the larger investments in recent years.
Its state-of-the-art technology makes the new paint shop much more environmentally
friendly than its predecessor: the use of aqueous paint helps reduce solvent
emissions, and cleaning of engines and components is also undertaken without the
use of solvents. Another benefit is that the washing and flushing water can be used
several times over. With smaller engines, the booth can be divided in two, making
painting more energy-efficient.
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Andreas Schell joined Rolls-Royce Power Systems
as new CEO in January 2017.
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New CEO Andreas Schell introduces himself

Fit for the Future
Andreas Schell joined Rolls-Royce Power Systems as
new CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors of
MTU Friedrichshafen in January 2017. He wants to make
key fundamental changes to the company to keep it
competitive and improve the way it meets customer
requirements. In this interview, he speaks of the
challenges that lie ahead and talks about his desire to
move RRPS forward and put the customer at the very
center of everything we do.
How many kilometers have you run today, Mr. Schell?
I did a fairly long run at the weekend, so today's a rest day.
I'll be back in training tomorrow.
Do you already have a date for your next triathlon?
I've just taken part in “Challenge in Roth”, a long-distance
triathlon in Bavaria, at the beginning of July. It's a great event,
indeed. I even bumped into a colleague from MTU there.
Performance and staying power aren't just the preserves of
MTU engines – our people can turn in quite a performance too.
Roth was the highlight of my season so far.
Are you happy with your performance? After all, you spend
your working hours as CEO of Rolls-Royce Power Systems.
I like to be in the top 25% of finishers, and I managed to achieve
that. Now I'll get down to examining the data – I might be able
to squeeze a bit more out here or there. For me, it really is all
about keeping the various parts of my life in balance – work,
family and friends, and the triathlons too.
Sports-wise you've chosen three specific disciplines. Here
at RRPS, it's probably more of a multi-discipline longdistance challenge, when you consider all the different
parts of the business. Do you see parallels there?
There are certainly major parallels between endurance
sports and running a business: sometimes you put in loads
of commitment and effort, and yet the short-term gains are
fairly minor, and there are times when that could be said of
RRPS. Sometimes success is something that is only seen in
the medium or long term, and often with a mix of disciplines.
The multi-disciplinary challenges of the triathlon are certainly
paralleled at Rolls-Royce Power Systems. Together with
my executives, I manage functions like sales, production
and development, each one with its own processes and
performance metrics. The experience and the enjoyment
I get from endurance sports outside work certainly do help
me day-to-day in my job.

You may have been with us for six months or so, but
for many of our readers you're still the “new kid on the
block”. What impression do you have of Rolls-Royce
Power Systems?
For me, it's a great privilege to be running Rolls-Royce Power
Systems and, with it, MTU. It's a superb business with superb
products and fantastic people. We've put a lot of innovations
on the market down the years, and still have a great many up
our sleeves. I get very excited when I look at the whole raft of
opportunities laid out before us. I have a huge desire to help
turn them into reality, and it makes me come to work each
morning with a spring in my step.
What do you see as being your own personal challenge
over the next few months?
One major point of emphasis is putting the customer even
more firmly at the center of everything we do. We are lucky to
have a very large number
of customer contacts,
many of which run very
deep, but we're often
just not close enough to
our customers: we've got
to get to know the needs
and interests of our customers in detail – it's the only way
we'll be able to give them the tailored solutions they need.
Another point of emphasis is knowing our markets – again,
in detail – for example by knowing what technical set-up is
in operation. And a third one is continuing to sharpen our
awareness of compliance. We're on the right track there. I
want us to be perceived by customers, at every turn, as an
honorable company to do business with.

#Change

Corporate

«We've put a lot of innovations on
the market down the years, and still
have a great many up our sleeves.
»
Andreas Schell

In what way is MTU going to benefit from your
experience in other companies?
I've spent a good many years in a variety of industries, first in
Germany and then in the US and the UK. These highly varied
tasks and challenges in my career to date have acquainted
me with different management models, different processes
and different types of organization. To give you an example:
the automotive industry aims to produce a mass product with
short product cycles, whereas the aerospace industry is lowvolume with long product cycles and an R&D function which is
very close to customers – direct customers. To succeed, your
processes have to be razor-sharp right across the board, and
have to be followed to the letter by everyone involved. Thinking
in processes like this can help us move ahead here.
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How do you see the role of our parent company,
Rolls-Royce?
Rolls-Royce is a superb company, strong in aviation and with
a great reputation as a turbine manufacturer. Right now, the
marine segment is battling a weak market, but there too it has
winning products and innovations. Like us, Rolls-Royce has a
wealth of experience and great potential. For that reason, I see
a kind of iterative relationship between it and MTU, on our path
to becoming a well-positioned, diversified technology group.

The customer is to be at
the center of everything
the company does, and
Andreas Schell wants to
make fundamental
changes to get there.

Another example is cost-consciousness: in the automotive
sector, competition produces cost pressure, similar to what we
see here. Like auto producers, we'll only ever be as good as our
products on the market.
All in all, I bring with me a broad range of experience of
managing in complex organizations with technology-driven products, and I think I have quite a lot to offer MTU in this respect.
Where do you say the challenges lie in the years ahead?
The most important thing is satisfying the customer, and having
winning products, winning
systems and winning
solutions on hand when
customers need them. Our
first response should never
be, 'We can't do that',
but rather, 'I'll dig around
and see if we can find a
Andreas Schell
solution to that'. And if we
do find a solution, we'll show the customer how we're going to
deliver the goods – not in wishy-washy terms, but bang on the
nail! Whenever we make a promise, our customers have to be
able to take it for granted.
The next challenge is growth. We've experienced precious
little growth over the last five years: some of our markets have
had downturns, while others have seen growth which has
somehow passed us by. What we now have to do is all pull
together to make MTU a market leader.

«The internal combustion engine

still has a future. But we wouldn't be
MTU if we weren't already thinking
one step ahead of this.

»

What will we be offering customers in 2030?
Definitely not just products, but more solutions. Today, we're
still very product-focused, but we're going to be a provider of
solutions – that's also what customers are demanding. One
example away from work would be: when I sign a mobile cell
phone contract, what I get is a communications solution which
includes data transfer – it's not all about call time. And the way
I see this translating into industrial circles is: we're going to sell
our products and the systems to go with them. In the future,
in 2030, I see us as a solution provider focusing on the marine
and infrastructure verticals.
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The diesel engine is still our highest-revenue product, but
the expectation is that – at some stage – it will no longer
be able to keep up with increasingly stringent emissions
regulations, and other fuel types. How are we preparing
for this potential eventual demise?
We launched the Green & High Tech program some time back,
essentially setting out our stall for future propulsion technology
and drive solutions. Diesel still has a lot to offer, and isn't going
to disappear overnight.
Exhaust aftertreatment is currently making diesels clean
and green, meeting emissions regulations. In fact, Green &
High Tech is about a lot more than just diesel: next-up are
alternative fuels, specifically liquefied natural gas, which
has the benefit of making exhaust gas aftertreatment a lot
less of an issue thanks to lower levels of nitrous oxides and
particulate. So the internal combustion engine still has a future.
But we wouldn't be MTU if we weren't already thinking one step
ahead of this. Take hybrids, for example – always a good choice
when you need bursts of high power quickly but still want to
be working within a low power range. Our Hybrid PowerPack
for rail applications is this kind of hybrid solution – and already
available.
Something else that definitely falls within this category is
the whole issue of digitalization. There is a wealth of potential
here just waiting to be tapped: collecting data, using our skills
to analyze it expertly, and then passing it on to operators
to apply to their systems as required, thereby making their
propulsion and drive systems even more efficient.
Is there any market or product group capable of
complementing our portfolio?
When it comes to power generation, we're going to be
considering solutions that go well beyond the internal
combustion engine and generator combination. For example,
we're going to be able to supply extra components for use in
micro-grids. In marine, we'll be partnering more with RollsRoyce to be able to supply customers with solutions that go
beyond pure propulsion systems.
The hybrid rail vehicle was our first example of teaming
diesel and electric technology. In powergen, we see this
combination of diesel and regenerative energies, and we
also have hybrid systems for marine use, complementing
our diesel-electric propulsion systems. Is this mix of
power sources a halfway house on the road towards new
energies?
In the powergen segment, diesel or gas engines fitted with
tanks are set to stay in the game for some time to come,
especially for safety-critical applications. I think we're going
to continue to need these as a back-up of last resort for quite
some time, for grid stability if nothing else. We're certainly in a
transitional phase with mobile drive systems: from conventional

The engines of the future are going to be intelligent and
supply a lot of data, which is going to help customers
operate their fleets much more economically. Are
traditional mechanical engineers destined to be a dying
breed in favor of data analysts?
Certainly not all of them, although our engineers are pretty
good at dealing with data and information, and we've got all the
right expertise for data analysis. There are a lot of businesses
on the market who make a living from analyzing data, but they
lack the system and segment expertise. That's our domain, and
we're going to be protective of it and divulge it to no one.
How do you want MTU to come across to customers?
As simple and straightforward. I want customers to be able
to rely on us without reservation, both in terms of shipment
and, especially, when it comes to servicing our products in the
field. That's why we have to have a detailed knowledge of our
customers, their needs and their operating environments. We
have to get out into the field, into countries where our systems
are at work.
What is it that fascinates you about MTU's products?
Have you ever stood by the test stand when they fire up a
Series 4000? Have you ever heard the sound of a ship's engine
room leaping into life when they start their Series 2000s? Have
you ever been on an offshore patrol vessel when an 8000 goes
into action? Those are brilliant things to experience, and just
three examples. The same is true of all our other applications –
mining, rail and powergen.
A few weeks ago, I was on a business trip to Cuba, where
MTU is playing a big role in the country's power industry, given
all the generation systems we have out there. I find that simply
fascinating. The world definitely wouldn't run as smoothly if it
weren't for MTU products. That's a pretty amazing fact.
What springs to your mind when I say the following
words…
…staying power? Our company has been operating for well
over 100 years now – that's real staying power, and a heritage
that's worth defending. My job is now to ensure, with the
decisions I make, that MTU is still around in 100 years' time.
…change? We've got to change as a company, becoming leaner
and more agile – because the world is changing around us.
Customer requirements and markets are changing. This isn't
going to be easy for us, but we've got to get on with it.
…moving onwards and upwards? I come to work every day
feeling incredibly motivated, so for me every day is about
moving onwards and upwards – an opportunity to get new
things started and generate fresh impetus. And I've seen from
a lot of meetings and discussions that there's a real 'onwards
and upwards' feeling amongst our employees too.
…culture? The culture-shift is much needed. Putting the
customer at the center of what the company does also means
we have to change to become more dynamic and more agile.

…quality? Quality is a must-have, there's no escaping that.
I gained a lot of experience in the automotive industry, having
been responsible for development of electrics and electronics
for over two million production vehicles. At the time I took over,
our figures were rock bottom, but with a great team we
managed to improve product quality – an experience which
really heightened my awareness of quality. After all, when our
products don't work, neither do the solutions our customers
create for the final customer, and that's something we just
can't live with.

Corporate

«The world definitely wouldn't
run as smoothly if it weren't for
MTU products.
»

…digitalization? Our industry is
getting into this later than others.
In my experience, really going
all-out for it ourselves is preferable
to having it foisted on us from
outside. As things stand, we still have freedom to do this under
our own initiative, and that's why it's one of my hobby-horses.

Andreas Schell

If we were to publish an article on you in a year's time,
what would you like to see in it?
I'd want to read about MTU, not about me. I'd like to read that
we are taking account of customers differently, having turned
into a dynamic, customer-led business supplying top-quality,
high-performance products at competitive prices.
Thank you.
Interview: Katrin Auernhammer
Pictures: Robert Hack

More on this...
A video clip of the interview.
Don't have a QR code reader?
Go to https://goo.gl/GM1yPZ
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diesels with exhaust aftertreatment through to alternative
fuels and the advent of hybrids. If the cost of battery storage
systems keeps on falling like it is right now, MTU might even
contemplate electric-only drive solutions.

Andreas Schell in the
wheelhouse of a ferry
run by Constance
Municipal Works Dept.
MTU will be teaming up
with the Works Dept.
to test the mobile gas
engine in a new ferry
on Lake Constance.

News
Rolls-Royce Power Systems and the public utility company of the City of Constance are to join forces in 2019 in testing a new MTU 8-cylinder Series 4000 gas
engine. The engine will be installed in a new ferry on the Constance-Meersburg shuttle service. The cooperation contract was signed on a car ferry by (from
left): Stefan Ballier, Senior Manager of ferry operations at the Constance utility, Dr Norbert Reuter, Head of the City of Constance utility company, Andreas
Schell, CEO of Rolls-Royce Power Systems, and Matthias Vogel, Vice President Sales at Rolls-Royce Power Systems.

Mobile gas engine sets
new standards
In 2019, Rolls-Royce Power Systems and the City of Constance
public utility are to begin testing the marine propulsion technology
of the future on Lake Constance. This takes the form of a gas
engine carrying the MTU brand. The public utility's new car ferry is
to be equipped with twin 8-cylinder Series 4000 gas engines from
MTU, each delivering 746 kW. The fuel will be LNG – Liquefied
Natural Gas.
Representatives from Rolls-Royce Power Systems and the
Constance public utility signed the cooperation agreement in
June. It covers a two-year trial of the propulsion system in the
ferry under continuous service conditions with both partners
collating data.
“Gas engines for mobile applications form a core component
of our Green & High-Tech initiative. This flagship project is
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being realized on our local ferry service between the towns of
Meersburg and Constance, which allows us to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our new technology and set an international trend
right on our doorstep,” said Andreas Schell, CEO of Rolls-Royce
Power Systems.
Compared to a diesel engine without exhaust gas aftertreatment,
a gas engine emits no soot, no sulphur oxides, 90% fewer nitric
oxides and 10% fewer greenhouse gases. This enables it to comply
with the IMO III emissions standard that came into force last year,
without the need for additional exhaust aftertreatment. It is also
equal to the diesel engine in terms of performance and dynamics.
“Thanks to this partnership, we are assuming a pioneering role
in the region of Lake Constance and beyond, since no passenger
vessel on the inland waterways of Europe has yet achieved the
certification we are striving for.” As he signed the cooperation
agreement, Andreas Schell also lauded the new chapter being
opened, and said, “Here on Lake Constance we are joining
forces to set a standard for others in the industry to follow, which
will gain us international recognition in the world of domestic
shipping.”

In brief:
North Sea taxi

The new Heligoland catamaran
will be powered by four 16V 4000
Ironmen engines and four Kamewa
S71 water-jets from Rolls-Royce.
The new high-speed ferry is to
replace the popular Halunder Jet
operated by FRS Helgoline and take
over its Hamburg-Wedel-CuxhavenHeligoland route.

Virtu Ferries has again shown its confidence in MTU with its new high-speed ferry: four 20-cylinder MTU Series 8000 engines
will be supplied to Australian yard Incat Tasmania for fitting in the new ferry.

The catamaran is scheduled to begin
ferrying as of spring 2018.

Continued cooperation

High-tech engines for
forestry workers

The new high-speed Virtu Ferries vessel will be powered
by four 20-cylinder MTU Series 8000 engines. The
vessel is 110 m in length and can accommodate 900
passengers plus crew and 167 vehicles on 490 truck
lane meters. The RoPax ferry is set to be the largest
high-speed catamaran operating in the Mediterranean.
The vessel will be built by Australian yard Incat
Tasmania.
Francis Portelli, Managing Director at parent
company Virtu Holdings Limited, said: “We already have
three ferries with MTU propulsion. These engines are
light in weight, and we’re very satisfied with them and
especially with the after-sales support, so MTU was
naturally our choice for our new ferry.”

Besides the four 9,100 kW engines, MTU will also
be delivering four 8V 2000 M51A gensets to Virtu
Ferries. The new Virtu RoPax ferry will shuttle between
Malta and Sicily throughout the year, and the crossing
will take just 90 minutes at a speed of 38 knots.
Knut Müller, head of marine and defence business
at MTU, said: “We’re delighted that Virtu Ferries has
again chosen MTU, particularly since this is the first
time we’re supplying Incat with our biggest engine –
the Series 8000. Our past cooperation on the delivery
of Series 4000 units was very successful.” Over 250
Series 8000 engines have been sold so far, and having
clocked up over 1.4 million operating hours in total,
have more than proven themselves in the propulsion of
ferries, yachts and naval vessels.

Series 4000 from India
MTU and Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers Ltd. (GRSE) have agreed the final assembly
of MTU Series 4000 engines in India. The 12V and 16V 4000 M90 type engines will be
assembled in GRSE’s Diesel Engine Plant in Ranchi. The engines have a rated power of 2,040
and 2,720 kW, respectively, and will be installed in various naval vessels built by GRSE. The
agreement includes the transfer of MTU technology related to assembly, testing and painting.
GRSE is one of India’s leading shipyards and part of the Indian Ministry of Defence as a
Defense Public Sector Unit (PSU).

In future, forestry machines from
French company Forest Tract will be
powered by MTU engines that meet
EU Stage V emissions standards.
The MTU 6-cylinder inline 1000
engines deliver between 100 kW
and 280 kW of power and can
be integrated in all Forest Tract
special-purpose forestry tractors.

Power for a tropical
paradise

Since the end of 2016, two
compact co-generation plants from
MTU Onsite Energy have provided
most of the electricity and heat
needed to nurture the tropical
environment experience offered at
Tropical Islands in Brandenburg
near Berlin. Two 8V 4000 gas
engines generating a total thermal
output of 2,060 kW and 1,698 kW
of electric power maintain a
constant air temperature of 26°C
and water temperatures between
28°C and 32°C.

Two MTU gas engines generate the
power and heat needed to ensure yearround aquatic enjoyment.
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News

MTU moves into the
excavator market with
lower-end units like its
Series 1000.

MTU moves into excavator market
For the first time, MTU will be supplying engines for use in
excavators, having won an order from British construction
equipment manufacturer JCB. MTU’s Series 1000 engines
are compliant with EU-Stage IV and EPA Tier 4f emissions
legislation and are to be used to power new excavators in
JCB’s JS 300, JS 330 and JS 370 series. The excavators weigh
between 30 and 37 tonnes and each is to be powered by a
6-cylinder Series 1000 inline engine from MTU delivering up to
210 kW. Also driven by MTU Series 1000 units is JCB’s new 457
wheel loader, which was launched on the market two years ago.

MTU has been supplying Series 4000 engines for huge
mining excavators of different manufacturers for decades. Tim
Burnhope, JCB Chief Innovation and Growth Officer, said: “JCB
already uses MTU engines in its flagship 457 wheeled loaders.
The introduction of the engine into three of our JS excavators
will offer customers fuel savings of up to 10%.”
Bernd Krüper, Vice President, Industrial Business at MTU,
added, “Use of our engines in JCB's new excavators marks our
entry into another very important and high-volume segment of
the C&I market.”

Double digger deal
The new HD-1430-7
hydraulic excavator from
Kato delivers 210 kW of
power.
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Now, for the first time, Japanese construction machinery manufacturer Kato is equipping
its excavators with MTU-brand engines. The engine – a 6-cylinder inline Series 1000 unit
delivering 210 kW – will be used to power a 30-tonne hydraulic excavator from Kato’s HD
range. Equipped with an SCR system, the MTU engine meets the specifications of Heisei
26 - the emissions stage in effect in Japan since last year.
Mitsuo Okada, Director & Executive Officer from kato, said: “We were very
impressed by the performance of MTU engines in our rough-terrain lifting cranes,
so with our eye on the Heisei 26 emissions standard, we’re again choosing
renowned drive technology from MTU for our new excavator.”
Bernd Krüper, Vice President, Industrial Business at MTU, said: “Japan is
a high-tech country where we already have our MTU engines in
service in wheel loaders and cranes. Now we’re delighted to
consolidate our successful partnership with Kato by entering
the Japanese excavator market too.”
The hydraulic excavator in question is destined for offhighway service, and the engines powering it must be
capable of adapting quickly to unpredictable changes in
load imposition. Meeting the special demands of the
excavator on the engine dynamics demanded a high
level of technological input.

XXL contract
MTU and Claas have signed a project agreement for the
supply of MTU engines to be used in agricultural vehicles. The
engines will comply with the EU Stage V emissions standard
due to come into force in 2019. Claas will be fitting the new,
improved MTU Series 1000 to 1500 engines to its Lexion and
Tucano combine-harvesters, its Jaguar forage-harvester and
its 4x4 high-horsepower tractor Xerion. MTU’s Series 1000,
1100, 1300 and 1500 are based on Daimler OM 93x and
OM 47x commercial vehicle engines and cover a broad power
range from 100 to 480 kW. From 2019, a total of 4,000 to
5,000 engines are to be supplied per year across all series
and emissions levels.

Bernd Kleffmann, Head of Systems Engineering Development
at Claas Selbstfahrende Erntemaschinen GmbH, said: “With an
eye, among other things, to the EU Stage V emissions directive,
we have decided in favour of these tried-and-trusted engines
from MTU to power a large proportion of our vehicles. We already
have over 10 field-trial vehicles fitted with EU Stage V MTU
engines and are very satisfied with them.”
As well as reducing the mass of particulate in exhaust gases,
the EU Stage V regulations due to come into force in 2019 are
also intended to put a limit on the number of particles. The
engines meet these tighter emissions limits, in particular, by
having an additional diesel particulate filter and thanks to internal
design improvements intended to reduce fuel consumption.

In the future, the Claas
Lexion combineharvester will continue
to rely on MTU engines.
The new machines will
be powered by units that
meet new EU Stage V
emissions standards due
to come into effect in
2019.

Service for a long life
MTU has concluded a 13-year service contract with Canadian
mine operator Barrick Gold Corporation. The agreement covers
regular maintenance of the 30 MTU Series 4000 engines in
operation in Hitachi dump trucks at the Lumwana copper mine
in Zambia. To ensure fast, trouble-free service, more than 10
MTU employees will be stationed directly on-site at the mine.
Dan Gray, Maintenance Manager for Barrick Gold
Corporation at Lumwana, said: “Everyday mining operations
are a hard business - for us and for the engines. That means
we must be able to count on things running without a hitch.
To make sure that happens, we opted for the reliability of the
service provided by MTU.”
The Lumwana copper mine is located in Zambia, one of the
world’s most copper-rich regions. Sulphides extracted at the
site are processed in a conventional flotation plant to produce
copper concentrate for smelting. In 2016 alone, the Lumwana
mine produced 271 million pounds of copper. Barrick Gold
Corporation expects production to reach between 250 and
275 million pounds in 2017.
Hitachi dump truck EH4500 powered by MTU 16V 4000 C21L engine with an output of 2014 kW
(2700 hp) at the Lumwana mine in Zambia.
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An important visitor
German Minister of Foreign Affairs Sigmar
Gabriel visited Rolls-Royce Power Systems in
Friedrichshafen, to hear about development and
production of the very latest propulsion and drive
systems for ships, trains and heavy land vehicles,
and for power generation. “The Green & HighTech programme at Royce Power Systems opens
up further prospects for German industry. The
company has thus launched an initiative that I
gladly support,” said Foreign Minister Sigmar
Gabriel. “The programme involves us investing
very deliberately in environmentally-friendly
solutions of the future which are aimed at fewer
pollutant emissions and lower consumption of
energy and raw materials. It is absolutely key

to keeping the company competitive on the
international stage,” said CEO Andreas Schell,
who showed Gabriel a specific example at the
company’s natural gas engine test stand.

Taking the example of the new mobile gas engine CEO
Andreas Schell (left) and CFO Marcus A. Wassenberg
(right) explained the environmentally-friendly
propulsion system of the company to Minister Gabriel.

Destination UK for Spanish railcars

MTU is Best Supplier

MTU is to supply 140 environmentally-friendly Series 1800 PowerPacks to Spanish
rolling stock manufacturer CAF. The PowerPacks, featuring the 6H 1800 R85L engine,
meet the stringent demands of the EU Stage IIIB emissions directive. They are set to
power a total of 55 regional trains planned, go into service in northern England from
December 2018.
The MTU PowerPacks for CAF will deliver 390 kW of power output. A built-in SCR
unit will reduce the amount of nitrogen oxide produced, thereby meeting the strict
requirements of the EU Stage IIIB emissions directive. Key characteristics of the Series
1800 engines include their high power density and low levels of consumption.
The newly developed British Rail Class 195 diesel railcars are planned to be used
on the future Northern Connect network in the north of England. Northern Connect will
link the major cities of Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds and Newcastle with other
towns and cities in the region. The trains will reach maximum speeds of 160 kph.

Hitachi Rail Europe has awarded MTU its Best Supplier
accolade in the Delivery Performance category. The accolade
is in recognition by Hitachi Rail Europe of the outstanding
supplier performance achieved by MTU over the last three
years: MTU has delivered over 200 Series 1600 PowerPacks
on time and with consistently high quality to Hitachi
production locations in Newton Aycliffe in Great Britain,
Kasado in Japan and Pistoia in Italy.
MTU is in the process of supplying Hitachi with a total
of over 600 Series 1600 Rail PowerPacks as part of several
major projects. Hitachi has ordered over 300 PowerPacks
for its Intercity Express trains alone, which are due to go into
service in the United Kingdom from late 2017. MTU will also
assume responsibility for the PowerPacks’ maintenance.

The 55 newly developed British Rail Class 195 diesel railcars comprise 25 two-car and
30 three-car vehicles.

More than 200 rail PowerPacks on schedule and with a consistently
high level of quality – Hitachi has recognized the achievement.
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The latest issue of our magazine takes the constant cycle of
development as its central theme. One thing always follows
another – sometimes it happens over longer periods, sometimes
in quick succession. But however it happens, the cycle is always
repeated. It may involve the seasonal changes that take us from
spring to summer to fall to winter each year. Or it may occur in
the context of commerce and industry where an engine will run
consistently for a period before some crisis occurs that brings it
to a standstill. Change has to occur before a fresh start is possible
and the engine can again function continuously for a period. As
early as 500 BC, Heraclitus of Ephesus is credited with the idea
that ‘Nothing is more constant than change’.

#Change

#Going with the flow:
Continuity – change – renewal

The MTU engines that power the ferries on Lake Zürich certainly
display constancy and consistency: they are in operation for up
to 16 hours a day, 365 days a year. And change was definitely due
for mine operator Vale in Brazil, where the company used MTU
engines to repower its haul trucks. Likewise, the New Zealand
company KiwiRail also embarked on a program of renewal by
introducing Chinese locomotives.
Change is always in the cards – it is just not always possible to
say when and how. It is a little like opening fortune cookies and
finding a message that demands or promises change: when and
how remains a mystery.
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Car ferries on Lake Zürich complete with “two-and-a-half times lifespan” MTU engines

Running
constantly
on short
passages
The Horgen is one of five car ferries on Lake Zürich. It is used by local residents,
travelers and business people to get to the other side of the lake quickly.
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Lake Zürich is known as a place of recreation for large numbers of Swiss people, as a
popular tourist destination, and as a drinking water reservoir for the entire region –
but in fact it is also a major traffic route. Ferry company Zürichsee-Fähre HorgenMeilen AG operates five car ferries on the lake, taking cars, trucks and cyclists
between the western and eastern shores of the lake in 10 minutes and saving them a
35-kilometer road trip. It does this 16 hours a day, 365 days a year. The ferries are
powered by reliable, tried-and-trusted Series 2000 MTU engines that run tirelessly
– up to three times longer than the actual operational lifetime recommended by MTU.
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The ferries operate a shuttle service every 10 minutes from Horgen to Meilen and back, saving cars up to
35 kilometers of urban driving.

It's a sunny day in June with a blue-and-white sky
and temperatures a balmy 28°C, with the Swiss
Alps visible to the south and the vibrant city of
Zürich to the north. On the clear, blue-green
waters of Lake Zürich, the ferries Horgen and
Burg meet each other and pass by – an idyllic
picture-postcard scene, but also a very everyday
occurrence on Lake Zürich, Switzerland.
It all starts at 6 o'clock in the morning, when
the first ferry, MV Zürisee, casts off from the
community of Horgen on the eastern shore
of the lake en route to Meilen on the western
shore. By the time the rush-hour gets underway
at 6:30 a.m., the other four ferries are also in
operation: the MVs Horgen, Burg, Meilen and
Schwan, departing at 6-minute intervals to take
commuters, schoolchildren, cyclists and trucks
to the other side. At around 8:30 a.m., the first
flurry of the day subsides, and over the next few
hours the lake is crossed by just three vessels,
departing at 10-minute intervals. However many
ferries are in operation, though, one thing never
changes: the routine. The engine technician
waves cars, cyclists and pedestrians onto the
ferry and allocates them spaces. Once the ferry
is full, or when all passengers are aboard, he
closes the barrier, and the ferry departs. The
purser collects the fares during the 10-minute
crossing: 9.50 Swiss francs per car, SFR 3 per
bicycle and SFR 1.50 per person. Having reached
the other side, the engine technician raises the
barrier and orchestrates the disembarkation
procedure with waves of the hand, mainly in
silence and in a manner somewhat reminiscent
of a policeman directing traffic. It's immediately
obvious that this is a man in complete control
of things. Soon the ferry is empty, and the next
passengers are coming aboard. Turnaround time
is 4 to 5 minutes, and then it's back underway to
the other side.
Up to 16 hours without a break
This practiced rhythm works for various reasons,
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including the fact that each of the five ferries has
two 8-cylinder Series 2000 M60 MTU engines
aboard, working without interruption. The
engines are throttled back during embarkation
and disembarkation, pressing the vessels against
the dock. Each engine is capable of delivering up
to 400 kW of power, running for up to 16 hours
per day. Cast off, steam across, dock, repeat as
necessary. Three engine speeds are used in this
process: 600, 1,200 and 1,800 rpm.
Three ferries are always in operation, with the
remaining two taking a break between rush
hours. Which vessels are in operation, and which
are temporarily out of service, depends on the
maintenance schedules for the vessels and their
engines.
“Last year, we transported over two million
passengers and 1.2 million cars,” says CEO
Martin Zemp. The ferries run 365 days per
year. An engine technician, a skipper and a
purser are always aboard, with extra land-based
staff helping marshal cars and trucks during
peak hours. Operating company ZürichseeFähre Horgen-Meilen AG has a total of 52
employees working shifts all year round. “A
company excursion with all our employees is
only ever possible when the lake freezes over,”
jokes Adrian Meier, the company's Technical
Manager. The last ‘big freeze’ was in the winter
of 1962/1963. “Other than that, it takes a
perfect storm like 'Lothar' in 1999 to force us to
interrupt operations,” adds Martin Zemp.
60,000 operating hours per engine
16 hours a day and 365 days a year – the
Series 2000 MTU engines are not long racking
up the hours: “The engines run about 5,000
hours per year,” confirms Workshop Manager
Piloting the Zürisee, Captain Hansjörg
Hauser has three engine speed settings
which he selects at the touch of a
button. The new ferry, Meilen, will have
continuously variable engine speed
controlled by a joystick.

Cars, trucks, cyclists and
pedestrians all use the ferries,
with around two million
passengers per year making
the crossing.

The MTU Series 2000 V8
engines run for up to
60,000 hours in the
ferries on Lake Zürich.
The twin-engined Zürisee
logged 43,476 hours of
operation on one engine,
and 48,348 on the other.
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1
1 CEO Martin Zemp, Technical Manager Adrian Meier and Workshop
Manager Adrian Hauser are a well-practiced team. (l to r)
2 Fitting out the interior of Lake Zürich's new ferry.
3 The new Meilen was built at the ÖSWAG shipyard in Linz, Austria,
and taken in 17 truckloads to Zürich where it was welded together
at a local shipbuilder's.
2
3
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New ferry also to carry MTU engines
The low cost over the full life of the engine, and
positive experience with the engines to date, all
helped convince CEO Martin Zemp, Technical
Manager Adrian Meier and Workshop Manager
Adrian Hauser to buy MTU when new engines
were called for: once the decision was taken in
2016 to decommission the Meilen and replace
her with a successor, the decision came down
once more in favor of MTU. Two 8-cylinder Series
2000 M61 engines – each delivering 400 kW –
are now set to power the new Meilen.
Fitter Roland Harpel and Adrian Hauser discuss details while planning installation of the new 8-cylinder
Series 2000 engines due to go into service in August.

Adrian Hauser. “Our ferries operate for 12 years
with their twin engines, making around 60,000
hours per engine – and without any major
overhauls either,” he adds proudly. In point

of fact, the MTU recommendation to Series
2000 customers is to put their marine engines
through a major overhaul after 24,000 hours of
operation, which is calculated to be the end of
the engines' useful lives. The Swiss customer
has managed to achieve two-and-a-half times
this, thanks to a well-thought-out, meticulously
followed service plan and a healthy dose of selfconfidence. It all started in 1999 when ZürichseeFähre Horgen-Meilen AG was given an 8-cylinder
Series 2000 test engine for a two-year trial on
the lake. “We maintained the engine exactly as
per the service intervals and sent oil samples
off to Friedrichshafen,” says Adrian Hauser.
At the end of the two years, the engine was
stripped down and inspected at the MTU plant
in Friedrichshafen. The prototype was found
to be in top-notch order. Meanwhile, two new
Series 2000s were already in operation aboard
the Zürisee. “We kept on sending in oil samples
and following the maintenance schedule, and
they said we should be able to keep on going.
As the years have gone by, we've edged our way
forward bit by bit to 60,000 hours of operation
in several of the ferries,” explains Adrian Hauser.
Continuous operation without stopping and
starting the engines, and running continuously at
1800 rpm are also ideal conditions for the engine.
Minor routine maintenance tasks such as oil and
filter changes are performed by Adrian Hauser
and his team when the vessels dock after rush
hour, or during winter time when the timetable
is a bit more relaxed. For sizeable maintenance
tasks, mechanics come from the general agent's
office in Schlieren. No one knows the engines
and ferries as well as Adrian Hauser, with his 25
years of professional experience at ZürichseeFähre Horgen-Meilen AG. “It's almost like they
know when he's away – the engines and ferries
start playing up,” grins Adrian Meier. Uwe Linz
from MTU Marine Engine Sales says, “This
number of hours per engine is pretty unusual, and
it's also down to good servicing by the customer.”

The new ferry will have a broader beam and a
longer length overall, and will be able to take
more cars, trucks and passengers. Diesel
particulate filters will reduce emissions, making
all passages clean and green. By departure from
its sister ships, the new ferry also has another
new control feature to reduce fuel consumption.
“We can't wait to use this economy mode,” says
Adrian Hauser, before Martin Zemp adds, “We're
hoping it will save us a lot of fuel.” The special
thing about the power train is that MTU has
collaborated closely with propeller manufacturer
Voith, gearbox producer ZF and Voith Hydro, who
has supplied a hydraulic coupling. “We've finetuned the interactions of these components very
precisely. The variable engine speed, designed to
work perfectly with the Voith-Schneider propeller,
is set to propel the ferry more efficiently,”
explains Gerhard Götz, who is taking care of the
propulsion system for MTU.
The ferry is still at the shipbuilder's in Zürich,
having its internal fit-out, but in just a few weeks'
time it will be launched on Lake Zürich among
the Swiss Alps before taking up its duty in
September, ferrying passengers between Horgen
and Meilen.
Words: Katrin Auernhammer
Pictures: Robert Hack
To find out more, contact:
Uwe Linz, uwe.linz@mtu-online.com
Tel. +49 7541 90-4981
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One of the most dense fiber networks, low housing costs and low taxes attract the tech giants. They dubbed Portland the “Silicon Forest.”
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Backup power for data center
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Energy

Bits and Bytes Boom
in the Silicon Forest
Silicon Valley, the world’s beloved tech corridor, is no
longer the only coveted ground for tech entrepreneurs,
engineers and giants of industry. Cities across America
like Boston, Phoenix and Salt Lake City offer the low
housing costs, favorable business incentives and access
to talent required to support an emerging tech
environment. As alternative silicon cities crop up
throughout the country, a cluster of high-tech companies
have chosen Portland, Oregon, dubbed the “Silicon
Forest,” as the home for their data colocation centers.
Oregon is home to one of the most dense fiber networks
in the Pacific Northwest and offers the best seismic
profile of any of the West Coast states, making it an ideal
location for data networking and telecommunications.
Approximately 600 miles north of California, Portland emerged
as a prime locale for tech companies in the 1980s. Today, the
state’s absence of sales tax, low energy costs and moderate
construction costs help position Oregon as a viable outpost
for tech giants and their data centers, including Amazon,
Apple, Facebook and Google.

Infomart’s datacenter in Portland
extends over
445,000 sq. ft.

“We have always thought of Hillsboro, Oregon, as a destination market for IT operations,” said John Sheputis, President
of Infomart Data Centers. “Infomart recognizes the area’s
growing technology prowess and is happy to support our
customers’ local IT departments and extended contractor
base.”
Cloudy with no chance of rain
Infomart began in 2006 with the goal of ensuring constant
connectivity for vital web- and cloud-based service providers
around the country. Today, the company is an award-winning
industry leader recognized for its commitment to maintaining
reliability and responsible, best-in-class management and
operations with locations in Silicon Valley, Portland, Dallas
and Ashburn, Virginia.
After Infomart Portland’s 2011 inception, the company began
working with Pacific Power Group, an authorized MTU Onsite
Energy distributor, to help achieve low subtransient reactance
(<12%) and 100% uptime in the event of a power outage.
Together, Pacific Power Group and Infomart collaborated to

engineer a system and peripheral
equipment with custom specifications
for the Portland facility’s standby
power needs. “Power system priorities
for Infomart Portland were low fuel
consumption, low subtransient
reactance, 85% load factor and flexibility for future growth.
MTU checked every box and then some,” said Sheputis.

The three-phased project included the delivery of 14 MTU
Onsite Energy Series 4000 diesel generator set units delivering
2 and 2.25 MW of power with onboard paralleling capabilities,
custom enclosures and sub-base fuel tanks and
a 100% rated circuit breaker with ground fault indicator.
The MTU Series 4000 generator set is designed for optimal
fuel consumption, exceptional reliability and high power
density. Currently, all 14 units are installed on-site and fully
commissioned delivering exceptional performance.
“We have experienced a handful of power outages by the
utility at Infomart Portland. Each and every time, the MTU
Onsite Energy systems have operated flawlessly,” said Doug
Shotwell, Aolutions Architect at Infomart Data Centers. “All
seven systems started within 10 seconds of power loss and
operated through the duration of the outage without incident.”
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The facility sits just 25 ft. off the nearest property line, making
sound attenuation critical. The generator sets are contained in
custom-built enclosures rated for 60 decibels of sound (dBA).
A typical generator set emits up to 105 dBA - about the
loudness of a gas-powered lawnmower at 3 ft. With these
custom enclosures, the generator sets operate at noise levels
similar to an air-conditioning unit at a distance of 100 ft.
“We’ve had current and potential customers tour the facility
and I often hear a comment saying that the MTU Onsite
Energy generators are much quieter than they originally
expected,” said Shotwell.
Infomart Portland sources hydroelectricity from the federal
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) to achieve a 96%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions when compared to
the national utility average. The data center, which is Uptime
Tier 3 compliant and provides 99% efficiency of uninterrupted
power supply, is expected to save over 48 million kW/h and
reduce carbon emissions by 43 million pounds over the next
decade.
During summer 2016, Infomart Portland completed a
100,000 sq.ft. expansion, making it the largest data center in
Oregon and one of the largest facilities on the West Coast. As
Infomart Portland continues to grow, Pacific Power Group will
continue to support their standby power needs every step of
the way with preventive maintenance and scalability for the
critical information hub.
“Infomart has relied on the Pacific Power Group team’s
expertise for industry intelligence and background. We can
also count on Pacific Power Group to resolve technical issues
- big or small - during every phase of a project,” said Shotwell.
Words: Ashleigh Artist; Pictures: Pacific Power Group

ME M O

To find out more, contact:
Mark Jentges
mark.jentges@mtu-online.com
Tel. +1 507 385 8627

Infomart
Infomart Data Centers, a rapidly growing builder, operator and owner of carrier-neutral, wholesale
data centers, opened its 345,000 sq.ft. data center in Hillsboro in 2011. It has attracted leading
Internet companies, including LinkedIn, which recently consolidated its U.S. data center
operations by leasing 8 MW of scalable data space from Infomart. This is the first LinkedIn data
center designed to operate at a scale of 100,000-plus servers.

Infomart Data Centers are carrier-neutral, so data space
can be led by various customers.
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A sound-attenuated enclosure reduces engine noise to 60 decibels — well below the industry average of 105 decibels.
A total of 14 diesel generator sets deliver backup power in case of power outages and have already proven their reliability.
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New Zealand’s most powerful diesel locomotives

Kiwis from
China
In 2010, KiwiRail proposed a 10-year
plan designed to get the organization
back on track as a profitable, sustainable and modern company. The plan
involved introducing new locomotives,
and KiwiRail duly became the first
company from a Western country to
place an order with the China Railway
Rolling Stock Corporation in China.

Being sustainable and successful with freight
transport is not a contradiction for KiwiRail: The
KiwiRail DL locomotives meet stringent EU
standards for emissions.
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En-route to the docks in Auckland:
DL-Class locomotives haul trains
weighing 2,000 tons.
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Freight trains weighing well over
a thousand tons and extending
for hundreds of meters are a
common spectacle as they wind
their way through New Zealand’s
breathtaking scenery, passing
magical beaches, spectacular views
and luxuriant greenery. And at the
head of each train, in the company’s
characteristic yellow livery, is
a locomotive belonging to the
country’s national operator, KiwiRail.
For New Zealand, exports are a
vital source of income, and KiwiRail
carries 25% of them. Dairy, meat,
timber, coal and steel, destined for
markets throughout the world are
all carried by KiwiRail which also
connects the ports moving imported
goods as well. The North Island of
New Zealand has the majority of
the population and the DL-class
locomotives manufactured by China
Railway Rolling Stock Corporation
play a key role moving domestic
cargo as well as the import and
export volumes. In 2016, around
100 million tons of freight were
moved.
Today, the new locomotives from
Dalian in China operate throughout
North Island. Powered by MTU
engines from Germany, these Asiatic
workhorses haul freight trains
weighing thousand of tons to the
major port facilities at Auckland and
Tauranga near Mount Maunganui.
So far, 48 of these DL-Class
locomotives have gone into service,
and KiwiRail has placed orders for
another 15 units with China Railway
Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC),
the world’s biggest manufacturer

Every CRRC locomotive bears the abbreviation ‘DL’.
The D stands for the city of origin (Dalian), the L for
locomotive.
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Delivering 2,700 kW, the MTU 20V 4000 R43 engines make these
units the most powerful diesel locomotives in New Zealand.

KiwiRail’s new freight trains carry up
to around 2,000 tons, replacing as many
as 70 road haulage trucks.

of rolling stock. With their MTU
Series 4000 engines, each capable
of delivering 2,700 kW (3,600 PS),
they are the most powerful diesel
locomotives operating in New
Zealand.
With freight transport accounting
for 56% of the company’s business
activity, the Chinese freight
locomotives are a significant factor
in KiwiRail’s success. And with that
in mind, dependable performance
from the MTU 20V 4000 R43 diesel
engines is vital. As well as meeting
EU Stage IIIA emissions regulations,
these highly reliable units achieve
outstanding levels of power density.
KiwiRail began its rail modernization
project in 2010 with 20 locomotives.
Named for their city of origin in
China (Dalian), DL-Class units have
the task of taking freight transport
to new levels of achievement. They
are the first new-build locomotives
to be purchased by New Zealand
since 1979 and were the first
Chinese locomotives ever to be
exported to a Western country.
KiwiRail gave the very first of these
locomotives the number 9008. The
number 9 stands for longevity and
the 8 stands for success.
Between the inception of the project
and June 2017, KiwiRail has placed
orders with CRRC in Dalian for a
total of 63 locomotives powered by
MTU engines in order to expand the
rail network serviced by DL-Class
vehicles that now reliably haul loads
covering everything from timber to
milk and other foodstuffs.
Words: Katrin Auernhammer
Pictures: Steven McElney
To find out more, contact:
Tony Chan
tony.chan@mtu-online.com
Tel. +852 24184-833
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Rail

The kiwi is the national symbol of
New Zealand and, like KiwiRail, a
host of companies, organizations and
national institutions proudly sport
the bird’s silhouette or its name.
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Haul trucks repowered

New Life in Brazil
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#Change

Mining

Major economic factor
for Brazil: Carajás is the
world’s biggest iron ore
mine, but the location
also produces other ores
for metals such as
manganese, copper, tin,
aluminum and gold.
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140 Komatsu trucks remove iron ore from the mine
workings. Two of these have already been given a
new lease of life in the form of new MTU engines.
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A line of giant haul trucks kicks up a cloud
of dust as it snakes up a hill deep in the
Brazilian rainforest. The lush green jungle
extends for miles. Below, a vast open pit is
carved out of the red earth by an army of
machines. It’s just another day at the Carajás
Mine Complex, the world’s largest iron ore
mine. Here, years of heavy work add up
quickly. It’s just a matter of time before a
mining truck gets weary. Fortunately, there’s
a way to revitalize these weary workhorses
with a repower from MTU.
Carajás Mine is in the state of Para in northern
Brazil. The region has the richest concentrations
of iron ore anywhere in the world, discovered
entirely by accident. In the late 1960s, a U.S.
Steel helicopter was forced to land on a hill in

the area to refuel. Surveyors onboard noted
something special about the soil. The team
discovered that the iron content was as high as
66%, well above the world standard.
Now fully owned by Vale, a large Brazilian mining
company, Carajás is the biggest iron ore mine
in the world. Iron ore is used to make steel
and accounts for over 90% of all metals used
in the world. The mine is also rich in ores for
manganese, copper, tin, aluminum and gold. The
operation is vital to Brazil’s economy. Since the
mine opened, Parauapebas, a city of 180,000,
grew up nearby. Today, Vale and its contractors
employ 46,000 people in Para. By 2018, Vale is
expected to produce more than 110 million tons
of iron ore at the site. And plans are underway to
expand capacity even further.

«Vale decided that MTU’s Series 4000 units are exceptionally well-suited for
the task. The engines’ combination of productivity and low life-cycle costs make
them an outstanding proposition for the company.
»
Márcio Etrusco
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A bustling operation
It’s a major challenge
to keep up with the
enormous, evergrowing workload at

The mine’s super-heavy-duty workhorses
are two storeys high. A Komatsu 830E haul
truck weighs in at 181 tonnes and can
carry 240 tonnes of ore.

Mining

Carajás. Demands for increased productivity
are constantly on the rise. Across its gigantic
complex of open pits, Carajás Mine resembles
a small city, bustling with nonstop activity. But
there is efficiency and order to the chaos. While
excavators, haul trucks and wheel loaders do the
heavy lifting, conveyor belts whisk the material
to processing units. Then, the ore is transported
554 miles by train to the port of Sao Luis. More
than half of what Vale produces is loaded on
cargo ships headed to China.
A fleet of 140 haul trucks keeps things moving
along at Carajás. Weighing in at 181 tons and
capable of hauling 240 tons of ore, Komatsu 830E
trucks are commonly seen crawling up and down
the winding roads of the mine pits. At more than
two stories high, the trucks are hard to miss.
And the deep rumble of their diesel engines is
unmistakable. Komatsu 830E trucks are designed
to operate 24/7/365. But no engine lasts
forever - especially in the hot, dusty conditions
of northern Brazil. Fortunately, when the time
comes, new life can be attained—with an engine
repower.
Finding a better way
In 2016, two of Vale’s Komatsu 830E truck
engines approached their maximum number of
operating hours before overhaul. The end was
near. And the risk of a breakdown was growing
every day. Both Komatsu 830E trucks were
powered by an MTU competitor’s engine. Always
on the lookout for a better way, Vale explored
their options.
Since the MTU Series 4000 powers many wheel
loaders at Carajás, Vale was familiar with the
advantages of MTU engines. “Vale recognized
the MTU Series 4000 was the right fit, with the
right technical factors,” says Marcio Etrusco,
Service Manager, MTU do Brazil. “They had a
great experience with the engine’s reliability
and fuel economy with their wheel loaders. The
combination of productivity and low lifecycle
costs really appealed to them.”
Vale selected 16-cylinder Series 4000 C21
engines, providing up to 2,500 bhp, for the
repower project. For mining companies, productivity is everything. At the same time, they
must keep a watchful eye on costs. It’s a tricky
balance. Haul trucks maximize productivity by
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Heat, dirt, and round-the-clock operation make huge demands on the mine
vehicles, but the vehicles themselves are still capable of working - even when
the engines reach the end of their service life.

MTU do Brazil offered Vale the perfect solution for this scenario. They replaced
the engine in the first Komatsu 830E with a new 16-cylinder MTU Series 4000
engine.

Teamwork on a global scale. Working together with the mine’s mechanics, service
technicians from MTU do Brazil and MTU South Africa replaced the engine.

operating at all hours. But the steady workload
consumes a lot of fuel and puts a strain on
engines. For Vale, the Series 4000’s fuel
efficiency, high time between overhaul and
exceptional availability would pay off over the
long run.
A powerful support system
“In addition to all the specs, after-sales support
was a big factor in their decision. Vale was
impressed with our expert field service, along
with the inventory of genuine MTU parts and
overhaul kits. We have a specialized technician
available 24/7 for Vale,” says Márcio. “We’re
committed to customer satisfaction. If one piece
of equipment is out of operation, it leads to high
financial losses. So we do everything we can to
speed up the service process and keep downtime
to a minimum.”
MTU presented the repower plan to Vale in
May 2016. Shortly after, it was finalized and
approved. Success would depend on teamwork,
utilizing MTU expertise and resources across
the globe. MTU America supplied the Series
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After two weeks in the workshop, the haul truck was ready to return to work.

4000 engines. MTU Brazil provided mechanical
kits. MTU South Africa supplied electronic kits,
and supported MTU Brazil with additional field
service and engineering. The repowering process
was handled quickly and efficiently in order to
keep downtime to a minimum. In September,
installation began. In just two weeks, the first
truck rumbled back to life and was ready for
field testing. The project went so well that the
second Komatsu 830E truck was repowered.
In December, it passed a thorough engine
examination and reported for work.
Springing to new life
Revitalized and repowered, both Komatsu
830E trucks are now performing at a higher
level. Compared to the previous engines, the
Series 4000 engines are a dramatic upgrade.
“The trucks are operating faster, more reliably
and with lower maintenance costs,” says
Márcio. “The biggest advantage is lower fuel

« The biggest benefit is lower fuel
consumption. The new engines can achieve
fuel savings of almost 10%.
»

consumption. With the new
engines, the trucks are close
to 10% more fuel-efficient.
For an operation of such a
large scale, those savings are
going to really add up. The second repowered
truck started operating on Dec 15th, and after
135 days of continuous activity, our engine
completed exactly 3,000 hours. These numbers
gave us a daily average of 22.2 hours a day,
which is an extraordinary fleet availability,” says
Márcio. Vale is happy with the results, and has
confirmed to MTU the approval of the repower
project. Two more repowers with MTU engines
are scheduled for spring 2017.
In its previous life, the Komatsu 830E was
showing signs of age, on the verge of a
breakdown that would cost Vale truckloads
of money. Today, under the broiling Brazilian
sun, it rumbles along the winding dirt roads

Márcio Etrusco

and switchbacks of Carajás Mine with new life.
Unburdened by heavy loads, it powers across
the red earth at speeds of up to 40 mph. Fully
loaded with 240 tons of ore, it makes the climb
back to the top of the mine nimbly and swiftly.
Perhaps the location of the Fountain of Youth is
not a mystery at all. It’s right here in the Brazilian
rainforest.
Words: Chuck Mahnken
Pictures: MTU do Brazil, Mauritius-Images
To find out more, contact:
Heber Jordao
heber.jordao@mtu-online.com
Tel. +55 11 3915 8953
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Mid-life engine overhauls for the US Coast Guard

Double Duty

Since it was established in 1790, the Coast
Guard has been on call 24/7 to defend and
protect U.S. waters. Its missions range from
stopping drug smugglers to helping ships in
distress. But whom does the Coast Guard
count on for assistance? To keep the engines
of its long-range national security cutters in
top condition, the Coast Guard calls on
support from MTU’s Large Engine Service
Group. In late 2016, the group met its biggest
challenge yet.
On an average day, the Coast Guard conducts
45 search and rescue cases, saves 10 lives,
seizes 874 pounds of cocaine, screens 360
merchant vessels for potential security threats,
investigates 35 pollution incidents and interdicts
17 illegal immigrants. And that’s just a small
part of the day’s work. The Coast Guard protects
and defends more than 100,000 miles of U.S.
coastline and inland waterways, as well as
international waters from the Arctic Circle to
south of the equator.
It takes a massive fleet to take swift action
whenever - and wherever - help is needed. On call
24/7, Coast Guard members operate 243 cutters,
201 aircraft and over 1,600 boats. The National
Security Cutter (NSC) is the centerpiece of the
Coast Guard’s fleet. At 418 ft long, the NSC is the
largest and most technologically advanced of the
Coast Guard’s newest class of cutters, which are
replacing the 378 ft high endurance cutters that
have been in service since the 1960s. Six NSCs
are in service, and more are on the way.
High standards on the high seas
The NSC was designed for executing longrange missions. The ship’s automated weapons
systems are capable of stopping rogue vessels.
A large flight deck and hangar space can house
helicopters and unmanned aircrafts. State-ofthe-art command, communication, intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance equipment
is onboard. The ships are also equipped with
detection and defense capabilities against
chemical, biological or radiological attack.
Deep inside every NSC are two big reasons
the vessel is ready for anything - MTU Series
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1163 twin engines, each delivering 7,400 kW
@1350 rpm. The 20-cylinder engines are at the
heart of a sophisticated $40 million propulsion
system, which includes a gas turbine, Rolls-Royce
controllable pitch propeller system, 3-component
gear system and completely automated
propulsion control system.
When the propulsion system is running at full
power, NSCs can reach speeds of 28 knots.
While quick response is critical for Coast Guard
missions, so is endurance. Typical patrol cycles
are between 60 and 90 days, covering a range of
up to 12,000 nautical miles. All that hard work
takes a toll on a marine vessel. And nobody has
higher standards for performance than the United
States Coast Guard. After every patrol, the NSC
undergoes 30 days of regular maintenance, which
includes inspecting every inch of the engines,
changing oil and filters and replacing worn
cylinder heads, injectors and other parts. It takes
an elite team to keep the vessel’s engines in top
condition, at all times. This is the job of MTU’s
Large Engine Service (LES) group.
The Coast Guard’s unseen guiding force
Located near the Coast Guard base in Alameda,
California, the West Coast LES Group is on call

to support the Coast Guard 24/7. The team of
eight includes trained Series 1163 technicians
and automation technicians. Over $1.5 million
of local parts inventory is readily available in
a spacious warehouse. Most engine service is
performed in the port at Alameda, where three
NSCs are stationed—the Waesche, Stratton and
Bertholf. But when a LES technician is needed
elsewhere, whether it’s Alaska or Argentina, they
can be there the next day, with toolbox in hand.
The Coast Guard motto is Semper Paratus, which
means “always ready.” The West Coast LES
Group shares the same philosophy. The Coast
Guard has high expectations for service, parts
and support. Whenever the call for assistance
is needed, the Large Engine Group has the
expertise, resources and readiness to get the job
done. Recently, the team’s capabilities were put
to the ultimate test, with their biggest job to date.
All hands on deck
In 2016, the West Coast LES Group was on a
record pace for mid-life engine overhauls. The
team planned two engine overhauls for the NSC
Stratton in September. The process would take
two months, to be completed by Christmas Eve.
This would make a total of six mid-life engine

#Continuity

The US Coast Guard’s third National Security Cutter, the
USCGC Stratton, has its home port at Alameda, California.

overhauls in 2016 - the most in the company’s
history. In January, the team was scheduled to
perform an overhaul for the NSC Waesche, for
completion in mid-March.
The scope of work changed dramatically with one
phone call from the Coast Guard to James Young,
NCS Service Manager at the LES Group. “Coast

Guard operations change on a day-to-day basis. And
we’re used to that. They called us to push up the
completion date on the Waesche to mid-January.
To make that happen, the schedules would overlap.
We’d have to work on both vessels at the same time
for four weeks,” said Young. “It went from one big
job to another big job, over the holiday season. It
was a tight schedule and a huge resource challenge.
But they needed us to get it done. Those two cutters
had to get back on patrol.”
A Series 1163 mid-life overhaul is no small task.
During the process, the massive engine stays in
the vessel and a wide range of components are
overhauled and/or replaced including cylinder heads
and liners, pistons, piston rings, connecting rods,
injectors, turbochargers, air system, coolant and
thermostats. Every part is brought to the shop for
personal inspection. Then, it’s cleaned, processed,
painted and protected and sent back to the ship
for installation. Each job requires approximately
$400,000 in parts alone, per engine. Series 1163
engines are nearly 10 ft tall and many components
are so heavy they require a crane to lift - just one
cylinder head weighs 220 pounds.
For the technicians in MTU’s Large Engine Service
Group, authorization to work on a US Coast Guard
vessel or a US Navy vessel is a badge of pride. That is
why they have no hesitation in accepting any new
challenges. They know that every member of the Large
Engine Service Group can be relied on to give their best.

The list of challenges did not end there. The
Series 1163s on Coast Guard NSCs are known
for their power, performance and mechanical
sophistication. “That means a lot of moving parts,”
said Willy Tirado, Senior Manager, LES Group.
“Working on a classic engine like the Series 1163
isn’t easy. It’s just as big as an MTU 8000 engine,
but its mechanical components are significantly
more nuanced. It takes a lot of training and
expertise to know your way around its web of fuel
lines, hydraulics, O-rings, nuts and bolts.”
Going above and beyond
Nevertheless, the LES Group had a job to do and deadlines to meet. The team worked 10-hour
days, six days per week. Simply coordinating the
schedules of the vessels, dock, parts, service
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Marine
saying it’s good to go. At that point, I think we’re
in the big leagues now,” said Young.
Fortunately, the engines performed perfectly
during the sea trial. On New Year’s Eve, the LES
technicians left the ship in San Diego. But there
was no time to celebrate. Two days later, they
were back in Alameda, working around the clock
on the NSC Waesche. After another two weeks
of hard work, the Waesche overhaul project was
finished just in time as well - a mere 12 hours
before the vessel was deployed. The Coast Guard
was exceptionally pleased with the end result giving MTU top marks across the board.
Missions accomplished
For the Coast Guard, keeping our waters safe is
all part of a day’s work. And on any given day,
anything can happen. The brave men and women
of the Waesche and Stratton have made many
notable accomplishments, including saving 22
crew members of an Alaskan fishing vessel in
the Bering Sea, stopping an illegal shark finning
operation in the South Pacific and seizing
more than 12,000 pounds of cocaine worth an
estimated $181 million from a submarine off the
coast of El Salvador.

technicians, suppliers and subcontractors was a
tremendous undertaking. It required just-in-time
delivery of components and subcontractors in
order to minimize cost.
“This was the largest scope of work that has
ever been accomplished by the LES Group.
Parts, tooling, labor, resources, revenue, trucks,
shipping, costs, you name it. It was the biggest
in every aspect. And it was a team effort the
whole way, involving MTU staff from California
to Michigan to Germany,” said Young. “It’s never
easy, we know that. But this is what we’re here
for - to support the Coast Guard. We come up
with a plan and we attack. We get it done right.
In Alameda, we’ve always been a tight, cohesive
team of people that like to win. We continually
step up to meet their operational demands
every time. That’s why MTU is the Coast Guard’s
number one choice.”
The overhauls on the NSC Stratton were
completed on Christmas Eve. Three days later, the
vessel and more than 100 Coast Guard members
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departed San Francisco Harbor and headed south
to San Diego. Three LES technicians travelled
onboard for sea trials. “When you’re on a sea trial
for the Coast Guard, failure is not an option. Their
crew is the best of the best. And the trust they
have in us is inspiring. When they want to go to
full speed, everybody looks at you, including the
captain of the boat. He waits for your head nod,

Words: Chuck Mahnken
Pictures: James Young, USCG
To find out more, contact:
Willy Tirado, willy.tirado@mtu-online.com
Tel. +1 248 560 8160

Doing more with LES
With three locations in the United States, the MTU America Large Engine Service (LES) Group supports many of
the largest vessels in the Coast Guard and Navy’s fleet. West Coast LES operations are based in Alameda, California,
the homeport of several Series 1163-powered Coast Guard NSCs. A location in San Diego keeps the Series 8000
engines in US Navy Littoral Combat Ships (LCS) running in top condition. East Coast LES operations are based in
Portsmouth, Virginia, supporting the Series 8000-powered US Navy Joint High Speed Vessels (JHSV). Due to government regulations, only US citizens can work on Coast Guard and Navy vessels. So, whether it’s Dubai, Singapore,
El Salvador, Hawaii or Alaska, LES Group technicians often travel to wherever the vessel is stationed. At Gulf Coast
LES operations, extensive travel is not required since the work is done at shipyards during the commissioning
stage. This includes engine installation, testing, startup and sea trials. The work is performed at the three shipyards
in Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana that build the Navy’s LCS and JHSV and the Coast Guard’s NSC and Fast
Response Cutters.
While West Coast, East Coast and Gulf Coast operations are spread out across the country, the group is nimble and
united. When needed, LES technicians are called in from other operations to get the job done. “We work closely
together, we share resources and help each other out,” says Willy Tirado, Senior Manager, LES. “It’s a lot of hard
work under tough conditions, but we always find a way. It all contributes to uptime and availability. And when you
look at the big picture, it has an impact on national security.”

MEMO

Complex logistics: Many of the components for Series 1163 engines, like the constant pressure manifold casing,
are so heavy that they can only be transported by crane.

These missions remind everybody at MTU’s West
Coast LES Group about the importance of their
role and what’s truly at stake. “Not everybody
gets to work on a propulsion package like this in
the bottom of these ships. We’re blessed to have
that opportunity. Doing the work at this scale,
helping the Coast Guard defend our borders, it
makes everybody feel good. We see what they’re
working for, and we’re here to keep things going,”
said Young.

The engine remains in the
vessel for its mid-life overhaul.
But that does not make the
technicians’ job any easier
because space onboard is
restricted and every step has
to be precisely coordinated to
avoid technicians getting in
each other’s way.
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Process power for drinks producers

“Last year we filled 748 million
bottles at our Duisburg facility,”
said Torsten Schneider,
Technical Director at
RheinfelsQuellen.

Bottles that are damaged or not completely clean are removed. Each
individual bottle is inspected by high-precision cameras.
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“Around 80% of production at RheinfelsQuellen involves returnable
bottles,” said Torsten Schneider, Technical Director at RheinfelsQuellen.

Energy

Water Power
‘Die Sinalco schmeckt, die Sinalco schmeckt’ (‘Sinalco
tastes good, Sinalco tastes great’) is an advertising jingle
that has been instantly recognizable in Germany since
1979. Everyone knows it is about a fizzy drink. But in
addition to Sinalco lemonade, the family-owned
company RheinfelsQuellen H. Hövelmann also markets
a range of mineral water products including Rheinfels
Quelle, Römerwall and Burgwallbronn. Filling and, in
particular, washing re-usable bottles for these products
uses a lot of electricity and steam. Since the middle of
2016, some of that power and heat has been generated
by a compact cogeneration plant supplied by MTU
Onsite Energy to the company’s HQ in Duisburg-Walsum.
The vast production halls are criss-crossed by a complex
system of conveyor belts with bottles and more bottles as far
as the eye can see. “Last year we filled a total of 748 million
bottles,” enthused Torsten Schneider, Technical Director at
RheinfelsQuellen. “That makes us the sixth biggest producer
of mineral water products in Germany.” The number of glass
and re-usable PET bottles needed for that sort of sales volume
obviously involves high levels of energy and, in particular,
steam consumption in the production process. “The empty
used bottles and crates are returned to us direct from the
supermarkets,” explained Schneider. “Our strong commitment
to sustainable and environmentally friendly production means
we aim to re-use bottles as often as possible. Plastic bottles
can be washed up to 20 times and glass bottles up to 50
times.”

From spring to bottle
Mineral water is a pure, natural product. The water for the
company’s ‘Rheinfels Quelle’ and other brands comes directly
from a mineral water source deep below the Rheinaue nature
conservation area. Over 25,000 years ago, this is where
rainwater collected at a depth of 300 meters after slowly
trickling down through many different layers of earth and
stone. “That is why mineral water always tastes different at
different places,” explained Schneider. “As it trickles down,
the water is filtered and purified and at the same time it also
absorbs valuable minerals.” To give the natural mineral water
its bubbly character, we introduce various amounts of carbon
dioxide – depending on whether the product is to be still,
medium or fizzy. The water is then ready for bottling. “Our
Sinalco soft drink is also based on the mineral water – we just
add the syrup required,” said Schneider. “That is not the way
it is done everywhere. Other producers do not use high-quality
mineral water.”
Thorough cleaning
At the RheinfelsQuellen facility the forklift trucks dart
everywhere. Crates of empty bottles are unloaded from
delivery trucks and transferred to the production areas where
virtually everything is automated. The bottles are individually
removed from the crates and placed on a conveyor. Crates go
directly to the washing plant whilst caps and labels are first
removed from the bottles before inspection by the ‘sniffer’.
This unit rapidly sniffs out whether consumers have used
the bottles for other fluids such as alcohol, gasoline or even
lemonade. If they have, the bottles are rejected. “We need
large quantities of steam for the cleaning process,” said

The washing plant is one of the major consumers of electricity and heat at the RheinfelsQuellen facility.

Labels and caps are mechanically removed from
each bottle before washing.
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“We can already be sure of making significant savings
on electricity and heating costs thanks to the compact
cogeneration module,” said Torsten Schneider.

The compact cogeneration module based on an
MTU 12-cylinder Series
4000 L33 is scheduled to
operate for 6,000 hours a
year. Gerhard Klink from
MTU Onsite Energy Sales
(right) is Torsten
Schneider’s contact.
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Schneider. “That is one of the main reasons we opted for the
compact cogeneration module from MTU Onsite Energy.” The
plant is scheduled to operate for around 6,000 hours every
year. “We can already be sure of making significant savings
on electricity and heating costs thanks to the MTU Onsite
Energy cogeneration plant,” confided Schneider. “The high
base-load level means we can save even more on energy
costs than was forecast. We are very satisfied right across
the board.” The MTU 12-cylinder Series 4000 L33 compact
cogeneration module is fitted with a steam generator unit
and generates 1,282 kW of electric power. The heat from
the exhaust gas (around 440°C) is fed into the steam plant
where it generates hot water that is routed to the production
facilities. The hot water is stored in three intermediate buffer
tanks to ensure there is always enough to heat up the soapy
solution in the washers. “First of all, the bottles are loaded in
baskets and repeatedly rinsed with clear water. Then they are
washed in a 2% soda solution at a temperature of 54°C for 9
minutes before again being rinsed repeatedly,” said Schneider
describing the washing process. “The washing plant is one of
our major consumers of heat and electricity. In winter, we can
also use the hot water to heat the production halls.” The hot
water generation process is also
supported by engine heat produced
in the cogeneration module at
around 90°C.
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After washing, the bottles are
conveyed directly to the empty
bottle inspection unit where they are
thoroughly inspected by cameras.
Any that are not 100% clean or
that show signs of damage are
immediately removed and then
destroyed. Deliberately soiled bottles
are regularly introduced into the
flow to check that the inspection
units are working correctly. Labels

are applied after the bottles have been passed as clean and
ready for filling. No adhesive is needed for PET bottles (labels
are simply pulled on like sleeves) but it is required for labeling
glass bottles. Finally, the bottles are filled with the relevant
drink and sealed before starting their journey back to the
supermarket and the consumer – and their eventual return to
the RheinfelsQuellen facility once more after use.
Europe’s first modern soft drink
In 1902, Franz Hartmann, a factory owner in the city of
Detmold, and the naturopathic practitioner Friedrich Eduard
Bilz together produced a unique fruity concoction. Called the
‘Bilz-Brause’ the new type of drink was a hit with the public
and soon enjoyed soaring sales success. The only thing
missing was a catchy brand name. A large-scale name-finding
competition was held, and ‘Bilz-Brause’ became ‘Sinalco’.
The name comes from the Latin for ‘without alcohol’. Sinalco
was the first soft-drink brand on the European continent and
in 1934, it was joined by Sinalco Kola which was designed
to meet competition from America. Over the following years,
Sinalco drinks experienced a marketing boom and at one time
were available in 150 countries throughout the world. The
brand changed hands several times and its popularity declined
until 1994 when the beverage group Hövelmann invested in a
comeback for the fizzy drink product and successfully pepped
up its fortunes. Today, the brand once more enjoys a solid
position on supermarket shelves and in consumer coolers.
And, by way of well-deserved recognition: Sinalco is among
around 300 brands included in the 2007 publication ‘German
Standards – Brands of the Century’ – even appearing on the
front cover.
Words: Yvonne Wirth; Pictures: Robert Hack
To find out more, contact:
Gerhard Klink
gerhard.klink@mtu-online.com
Tel. +49 203 45004-31

Right: The family-owned
company RheinfelsQuellen
H. Hövelmann in Duisburg
is Germany’s sixth largest
producer of mineral water
products.

Energy
Buffer tanks store hot water to ensure enough
is always available for the soapy bottle-washing
solution.

‘Die Sinalco schmeckt, die Sinalco schmeckt’. The advertising
jingle has been instantly recognizable in Germany since 1979,
and everyone knows it is a fizzy soft drink.
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Contact-free cutting using the CO2 laser
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...cut things up?
The laser travels in jerky movements across
the sheet metal at speeds of over 100 meters
per minute. Whatever shape is being cut out
– rounded or with corners – the sparks fly,
and the cutter moves on to the next piece.
When it has finished, the sheet looks like a
piece of dough after lots of differently
shaped cookies have been cut out.
Around 180,000 components made from 22
different materials are cut out each year by the
CO2 laser in MTU's Plant 2 in Friedrichshafen.
The 7 kW laser is able to cut almost any material
– at MTU, this is mainly carbon steel, nickelchromium steel and aluminum. “It is also able
to cut greater sheet thicknesses than many
other lasers. As we have to cut a very wide
variety of thicknesses, MTU decided on a CO2
laser,” explains Werner Mogicato, Production
Planner for welded sheet metals. The CO2 laser
can cut carbon steel up to 25 mm thick, nickelchromium steel up to 30mm and aluminum up
to 20mm. Depending on the material involved,
the MTU laser uses one of two types of cutting
procedures: reactive laser cutting and meltand-blow laser cutting (a.k.a. fusion cutting).
Reactive laser cutting is the process used to cut
non-alloyed and low-alloy steel using oxygen.
The material to be cut is heated to ignition
temperature, and burned through by adding
oxygen. In all other cases, the melt-and-blow
laser cutting technique is used: the laser beam
releases as much energy as it takes to make the
metal melt, before nitrogen is blown into the cut
at pressures of up to 22 bar, pushing the melted
material out in such a way that it is unable to
re-adhere.
How does laser cutting work?
The CO2 laser used at MTU can cut a variety of
parts – from simple sheet metal holders and
complex component contours to large-scale gas
turbine parts. Unlike other cutting processes,
laser cutting is contact-free, ensuring that parts
suffer no damage. The laser source creates a

beam that is then concentrated and focused.
This concentrated beam is then diverted by
mirrors in such a way that it hits the sheet.
The beam has to be concentrated in such
a way that the width of the cut is between
0.1 and 0.8mm, depending on material and
sheet thickness. One major benefit of the
laser cutting system is that it is able to collate
parts from different orders. The operator uses
a piece of software to arrange for different
parts to be cut from a single sheet in such a
way that they are grouped together as closely
as possible in order to minimize scrap levels.
This is called 'nesting'. To keep raw material
wastage to a minimum, there are three
standard sizes of sheet: small, medium and
large. The correct size is chosen depending on
how many parts are to be cut from a sheet. The
data is then passed through to the laser cutter
using a CNC program.
Cutting time depends on sheet thickness, the
material involved and the way in which the parts
have been 'nested'. Some jobs take seconds,
while others take half an hour. To ensure
components cannot tip over or fall through the
grid during cutting, the laser beam leaves a
small bridge. At the end of the procedure, the
operator is then able to press the parts out of
the sheet without damaging them.
“One major benefit is that the CO2 laser is
highly flexible and able to process high volumes
economically,” says Mogicato. “Laser cutting is
also very flexible, and able to cut a wide variety
of shapes, sizes and contours.”
Words: Miriam Jesenik
Pictures: Robert Hack
To find out more, contact:
Werner Mogicato
werner.mogicato@mtu-online.com
Tel. +49 7541 90-3446
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1 The 7 kW CO2 laser is able to cut almost any material
– at MTU, this is mainly carbon steel, nickelchromium steel and aluminum.
2 The laser travels across the sheet metal at speeds of
over 100 m/min., cutting components in various
shapes and sizes.
3 It is used to process around 180,000 components per
year, made from 22 different materials.
4 Rene Bless, Machine Operator at MTU, presses the
laser-cut components out of the sheet. No damage
occurs during this process, as cutting is entirely
contact-free.
4

Talking of

Things our editors have been impressed by

Afterthoughts

Katrin Auernhammer at the shipyard in Zürich where
the new Lake Zürich ferry is being made.

Robert Hack snapped the laser cutting photos for this edition's
“How do we... ” engineering feature.

Engines with huge potential
When I set out for Switzerland with our photographer Robert Hack,
all I was really certain about was that we were going to do a report
from Lake Zürich. I had so much information that I had not yet
managed to focus on an actual concrete topic for the article. Should
I highlight the fact that this was a customer of almost 20 years
standing or that the company exclusively used MTU engines? Or
should we concentrate on the new ferry instead? In the end, things
turned out quite differently. During our interview, the company’s
Workshop Manager Adrian Meier mentioned that their engines
logged up service lives of up to 60,000 hours – and that, of course,
was a topic worth following up! There must obviously be other MTU
engines that have been in operation just as long, but so far I had
not had any reports of them. 60,000 hours of operation is huge!
We normally recommend a major overhaul after 24,000 hours. This
really was special. How did they manage it? Well, for one thing, the
company operates the MTU 8V 2000 engines in its ferries under
ideal conditions: they run continuously and at a constant high speed.
Then, there is the care and maintenance that the engines receive.
After our interview I had very little doubt that Adrian Hauser is just
as familiar with our engines as many of our own technicians and
developers.

Lasers are really cool
I first came across them in the space-age, super-hero comics of my
childhood. Later, they surfaced again in Star Trek, where they were
known as ‘phasers’ for some reason or other, and in Star Wars. I
recently read that we can now build ‘real’ lightsabers because the
problem of limiting the length of the light beam has been solved –
at least in theory. Of course, they also figured in a range of James
Bond films. Just think of Roger Moore’s laser watch, satellites
armed with laser cannon and, of course (most notorious of all)
Goldfinger’s imaginatively employed industrial laser. So, my longstanding acquaintance with laser technology obviously meant that
I jumped at the chance to photograph ‘our’ laser cutter at the MTU
facility in Friedrichshafen for this publication. And I have to say –
even if it doesn’t exactly wield the same destructive power as a
Death Star (probably the biggest and most deadly laser cannon
ever conceived…) it is really fascinating to see how such a small,
fine beam of light can slice through centimeter-thick steel just as
effectively as the best lightsaber.
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Talking of...
...change

See pages 22 to 47 for
more on the subject of
change.
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